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the usb interface lets you save the files to
your computer and work offline. it also lets
you convert files to a wide range of formats
with few extra steps. this makes it ideal for

converting files between formats. for example,
you can convert your hd files to a widely used
container format such as mov or mp4, or from
a dnxhd to a simple avi file. hyperdeck studio

supports h.264, prores and dnxhd formats,
and can record to sd cards or uhs-ii usb disks
up to 2160p30 or 1080p60! the newest 4k pro
model can record in ultrahd, 2160p60, and we

are still working on features for ultrahd
capture! hyperdeck studio has the ability to
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record at slower frame rates up to 29.97 fps or
higher up to 59.94fps and you can select the
video format using the sdi monitor! you can

also use the software to format, erase, and re-
use sd or uhs-ii cards. you can also monitor
your sd card or uhs-ii disk while it is being
written to, or while it is being erased. the

software automatically detects the card or
disk type, and displays the current status on

the lcd. hyperdeck studio can be used to
format cards and disks up to a capacity of

32gb or more! because the files are
transferred directly to the memory card

without being compressed, hd videos can be
stored on sd and sdhc cards. not only that,

because the initial file is uncompressed, you
can start writing files right away. the files can
be viewed and edited on your pc without the

need to transcode them. even if you are using
a special editing software such as davinci

resolve you can edit using the files directly
because hyperdeck studio records to disks
formatted on computers, so you can simply
mount the disk on any computer and start

editing without needing to transcode or
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convert the files.
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With MultiDrive Tool V9.7,you can restore the
information on your SATA HDD without

formatting. This multi-drive tool can
automatically mount an external storage
device, such as a USB hard drive, or other

devices. During restoration, the used space is
determined according to the information on

the mounted storage devices. This tool can be
used for common functions such as checking
the drive state, checking the drive error. This
tool can verify RAID and backup drive as well.
It will also be used for data recovery after a
data conversion, backup, data transfer. It

supports to test and repair ECC and SMART
Data. Intel classifications are for informational

purposes only and consist of Export Control
Classification Numbers (ECCN) and

Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) numbers.
Any use made of Intel classifications are
without recourse to Intel and shall not be
construed as a representation or warranty
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regarding the proper ECCN or HTS. Your
company as an importer and/or exporter is

responsible for determining the correct
classification of your transaction. HyperDeck
Studio includes atraditional broadcast style
control panel that's very fast to use. Simply

press the record button and you instantly start
recording the video input to afile! Youcan also
change the record file format from the menu.

There are transport control buttons for
playback, rewind, fast forward, previous clip,

next clip and more. ThePro models have
amachined metal search dial that supports
shuttle, jog and scroll so you can find clips

fast. Anybutton pressed on the front panel is
sent to the rear RS-422 remote output for
looping control to multiple HyperDecks.

ThePlus and Pro models also include afront
panel speaker and headphone socket for live

audiomonitoring. 5ec8ef588b
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